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Dear Dr. Stuart,
o.^	 This is in response to your telex received here on 10th April
o g^ a r 1981. We are thankful to you for sending us the MAGSAT data on the
:a c y ^^ prescribed schedule. You might recall that we had requested you to
send us MAGSAT software tape vide our letter No.4156 /MAGSAT of
N	 August 12, 1980. We are again thankful for your immediate attention
I	 e	 in requesting Dr. James I. Vette to send us the software, which he
.,	 o M did on September 19. Unfortunately the tape reached us only on
M	 u o March 31. This considerably slowed down our vrork, However, now
o °o we have made some progress after receiving the software sent to
us. The status of the project is listed below:
a
1.	 Programmes for the conversion of MAGSAT tapes (both chronicle
and chronint formats) from IBM binary to DBC 10 binary had
obeen developed ( in assembly language).
v	
2.	 Programmes for selection of only a particular part of
^+ vs	 chronicle tape (eg. passes over the Indian sbb continent)
u	 have also been developed. 	 .
3. Data on a few selected quiet and disturbed days have been
a a
	
studied by subtracting the main field and the anomalies over
the Indian region have been partly identified on few of
V of-
	
the passes.
4. A national Workshop on MAGSAT was arranged. Potentialities
ao
	 and usefulness of MAGSAT data particularly in the study of
HON	 crustal lithology was discussed in detail.
go 0 as
H u	 We shall continue to inform you ou:: progress regularly.
IN a	 Thanking you,
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	 Yours sincerely,ow
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m	 1. Dr.James I Vette,Director, WDDC-A Rocket & Satellites, GSFC-Code 601
Naer^	 Greenbelt, Maryland 20771, USA
2. Dr.Robert A Langel # Code 922, NASA/GSFC,Greenbelt,M 20771. USA.
